Dave’s Blarg!
2012-Feb-09

Omg, a blarg for a single day!! :D I got lots of good pictures today so I figured that I should get this put together now before it turns into 44 pages :D
So we rocked the canal today!!!

It was pretty cool! It only took like six
hours too! I got a *ton* of
shots on the webcam and
they’re trickling through the
pipes to the youtubes right
this moment :D (although the
ticker on the slowpipes says
that I have another five hours
left on the transfer, so the link
*might* not come out with
this blarg :p

Atlantic side going in!

But yeah, we totally made it
through, and I got my alumni
magazine shots :D

Pacific side coming out!

From left to right, the quarantine flag, the
American flag, and the panama flag

Oh, so funny story, when we were at anchor we had to fly a yellow message
flag over the ship, which is naval-speak for ‘quarantined’ like we’ve got the
plague or something, Eyarg!!

Woot! Here comes the customs guy! Hopefully he’ll certify us as plague free :D

“so how long has that technician had that funny
cough” the customs fella says to our captain...

Apparently it’s also what you’re supposed
to fly until the customs guy comes out and clears you :p

We found a poor flying
fish that appeared to have
unexpectedly landed on
our deck at some point in
the trip :p

Then it was off to the locks!

The guys on the deck are Panamanian line handlers,
we got to hang out while they did the doing :)

And we’re in!

Here’s the crew up on the sun deck :) (also known
as the no-skid covered roof of the pilothouse :p )

They had the craziest getup, these
two guys in a rowboat would paddle out to catch our heaving lines
so that we could pull up the steel
cables from these ‘mule’ cars.
Paddle, paddle, paddle, wait, what year is this?

The Mules are little electric railcars with winches. They pulled us
through the locks at either end of
the canal and kept us centered
while we were going up and down

He’s reelin’ us in :)

And when we went up, they went
up :)
I also got a close-up of our fancy
webcam mount :D

There’s a center rail in this train track that looks like a ‘rack’
gear (more or less) (in case you (like me) were wondering why
he wasn’t stuck at the bottom) (that’s a lot of parenthesis in
one caption (especially for a caption that hasn’t even had an
emoticon so far!! :o :) )) (they all add up, I checked :) )
This is where the time lapse comes from :) The black electrical tape
is covering an Ethernet cable connection, it’s waterproof, I swear!

The ship helps the little mules along, I was afraid
that they might get pulled into the locks :p

OMg! Pyrates!!!

So we took on a bunch
of Panamanian line handlers at each end of the
trip, and they came out
in these rocking little
crew boats

Well folks from another country
getting on our boat anyhow :p

Hokay, here’s the fun part :D Anyone who’s seen what passes for my dresser will have noticed that it is 80-85% t-shirts, that’s because they’re all from
stuff that I’ve done/places I’ve been or from awesome people that I know :)
Here’s a quick collection from my cabin as my way of saying ‘hi’ to the folks
I know, and a few ship appropriate ones that I have :D

Like this shirt from the Wecoma, saying ‘Hi’
as I ride its sister ship into the same ocean for
the first time in 37 years.

“What? I can’t hear you over the sound of my
awesomeness!” (From Rebecca)

Arrr!!! I’m a Pyrate!! My Mom got me
this, and it reminds me of Marco. Looking
at it now I realize that this picture looked a
lot cooler in my head, where I could actually
*see* the rapier I was holding :p

Arrrr!!!! That’s a more pyrate-y expression!!!

Salt Lake, Utah :D Thanks Marco!!!

XKCD Outreach shirt :D Thanks Danielle!!

And an Ocenaus shirt :D Just because
that’s what I’m up to right now :)

My ‘Grow’ shirt, Hi Kristina!!

“Spooning leads to forking, use condiments” (with a spoon and a fork holding
a baby spork :) from Danielle :D

And my hot wheels shirt from Hilary :D Thanks sis!!

Phew! That was a lot of shirts!!

So yeah, my wardrobe reminds me of people and places, that’s what I like
about it, I wasn’t even planning to do this, those are just the shirts from my
cabin :D I was going to take out just the one from mom for a ‘hi mom’
shot, but then I found all these other ones and I didn’t want to leave anyone
out :D
Oh! Also! By the by! I found out that I am One of a few over 6,300 folks
trying out for a job so cool it is out of this world!!
Lucky for me:
"Our team not only will be looking at their academic background and professional accomplishments but also at
other elements of their personality and character traits -- what types of hobbies they have or unique life experiences”

Phew! I’m glad I left in the parts of my application about my drama club
work in high school and my crane operators certificate :) Oh! That reminds
me, I have to print out my transcript so I can mail it in from Panama :D

I’m not going to lie though, there is a shot coming up for that I’ve been
*Dying* to get ever since I heard that I was coming on this trip :D :D :D
I’ve been watching the chart until we were in *The* *Middle* of the canal..

I’ve been waiting a month to see this picture :D

Precisely *halfway* between the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans, because
do you know what happens then? Huh, huh, do ya!!!! You’ll never guess!!!
(unless you’ve spent more than five minutes with me ever :D )

The Beach is BOTH ways!!!!

And they’re over there! :D

The beaches is Those ways!!

Rarr!! :D

Not gonna lie, being halfway between the beaches really
is one of the first things that I thought of when I found
out I got to go on this trip, and I will now forever have
this picture, and every single time I look at it, I will hear
my boss chuckling at me and the marine superintendent
(just out of frame to the right) “Dave, you really *are*
the randomest person” :D

That’s right, there’s a beach This way!

And there’s a beach That way! :D

(All the lights behind me are from a construction operation to widen the
canal, there were huge dredges every few miles, it was pretty cool.)

Most of my other night shots didn’t work out quite so well, but I got this
good one of me, Daryl (my boss) and Jeff, the Captain from the Wecoma
(the Woods Hole Captain is still in charge and he hands over ‘the keys’ when
we get to Newport Oregon)

It’s an IO bridge from Tron

This is the Centennial Bridge in Panama, I sometimes wish that I could be in
a little boat behind out boat so that I could get pictures with the whole ship
in the frame, but I’ll settle for shots like this. I seriously just leaned my camera against my balled up bandanna and was like “Hey guys, strike a pose” :)

So it wasn’t long at all
before we were at the
other side, the guys
came out in their rowboats and hooked us to
the mules

Hooray for guys in a rowboat :D

And before ya know
it, we were locked in
and heading down :)

Ah! It’s the same ship!! Are we stuck in time!

There was even this enterprising line handler who
came aboard selling hats and
c o m m e m o r a t ive s i l ve r
coins :D
He’s giving a thumbs-up, I swear! For some
reason it looks like he’s trying to run away….

Phew, that was a busy day :) Now I have to go do some laundry. I know

My new Panama Canal hat with my carhart (still
out from six days ago when I was in the snow covered new-England area) that my dad got me :D

I’ve heard people complain about places that are so hot that you stick to
your shirt as soon as you put it on, well let me tell you, this is one of them.
I don’t have *any* clean t-shirts left :p Oh! So, thanks to everyone who
wrote back to yesterdays blarg, I was:
A)Surprised by how many of you have at least three email accounts… (I
would inquire what manner of thing you are up to but I have like six….)
annnnd,
B) Extra surprised by how many of you have aggregate inboxes that total
over a thousand emails (per each person!!!!) Howlae!!!!!! (Grand Prize to
Becca at 2,255!)
Todays response is a description (and perhaps a picture) of something you
have that was either given to you by someone or reminds you of someone.
Have an Awesome Sunday! - Dave
dave@ogormanfamily.com — dave.ogormanfamily.com

